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Lewis-Acid Catalysis of a Diels-Alder Reaction in Water 
Sijbren Otto and Jan B.F.N. Engberts* 
Department of Organic and Molecular Inorganic Chemistry, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, 
The Netherlands. 
Abstract: The reaction between the diene 1 and cyclopentadiene (2) is efficiently catalysed by small 
amounts of Lewis acids (Co2 +, ~ i ' + ,  cu2  +, zn2+). The reaction in an aqueous solution containing 
0.010 M CU(NO?)~ is 250.000 times faster than that in acetonitrile. This huge acceleration is the 
result of a combination of the accelerative solvent effect of water and catalysis by cu2+ as the 
Lewis acid. 
Diels-Alder (DA) reactions are normally (nearly) synchronous and concerted processes. The reactions 
are traditionally characterized by modest solvent effects', in accordance with small changes in charge on 
going from the reactants to the activated complex. Breslow's observation2 in 1980 that DA reactions can 
undergo large accelerations in water was at that time rather unexpected. 
The DA reaction is not the only bimolecular transformation which shows a remarkable acceleration on 
going from organic solvents to water. Also rate enhancements of, inter alia, the Claisen rearrangement, 
the aldol condensation and the benzoin condensation in water have been reported3. 
Since Breslow's f i s t  report there has been an extensive discussion about the origin of the acceleration 
in aqueous media. The different proposals have been briefly reviewed in ref. 4c. In previous studies4 we 
have concluded that there are two major factors responsible for the fast reactions in water. The first 
involves the notion that enforced hydrophobic interactionsS destabilize the initial state relative to the 
activated complex, thereby increasing the rate of the reaction in water. Secondly, hydrogen bonding of 
water to the activating group(s) stabilizes the polarized activated complex, leading to a significant rate 
enhancement. Recent computer simulations by Jorgensen et a16 strongly support these suggestions. 
The beneficial effect of water as a solvent has also been exploited in organic ~ ~ n t h e s i s ~ ~ q ~ .  
In view of the origin of the marked solvent effect of water, we wondered whether the rate of the DA 
reaction in water could be even further enhanced by Lewis-acid catalysis. To our knowledge there are no 
previous examples of Ixwis-acid catalysis of DA reactions in water8, despite the fact that this type of 
catalysis is well documented for nonaqueous solvents9. At the outset of our studies, several points had to 
be considered. 
First of all catalysis requires complexation of the catalyst to one of the reactants. In order to achieve 



